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Across   
    

1 20th Century statesman and mass murderer   thefts, false witness, blasphemies. These are  

 (1879-1953)  the things which defile a man: but to eat with  

7 Distinguished British motion picture directed   unwashen hands defileth not a man.”) 

 by Sidney Lumet with Richard Burton as  16 Secret display of photographs of someone  
 troubled psychiatrist  you are obsessed with 

12 1st Century Hebrew remonstrant bitterly  17 Famous TV butler 

 opposed to hegemony of Levitical priesthood  18 Violent Basque separatist group 
 and the endless, meaningless ritual require- 19 English youth or 80¥ (initials) 

 ments of the Law; executed for heresy (“Not 20 Acronym coined to indicate the unconditional  

 that which goeth into the mouth defileth a man:  surrender of Nazi Germany on 7th May 1945 
 but that which commeth out of the mouth,  21 Irish intellectual (initials) 

 this defileth a man…Do not ye yet understand, 22 Nazi architect, munitions minister and homo- 
 whatsoever entreth in at the mouth goeth into  sexual lover of Adolf Hitler (according to  

 the belly, and is cast out into the draught? But  contentious new book about secret sexuality  

 those things which proceed out of the mouth   of the Führer) (initials) 
 come forth from the heart; and they defile a 23 Salman Rushdie or Steve Reeves (initials) 

 man. For out of the heart proceed evil  24 Sea port of Jordan captured from Turks by  

 thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications,  T. E. Lawrence in Arab campaign of WW1 
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Across (contd.)   
    

26 A person who transgresses divinely revealed  72 Kingdom, dominion, state 

 law 74 Rolls of fat 

27 Capital of India (on the Jumna River) 76 Italian Renaissance or Irish Republic or  
28 Obscure characters used in mysterious texts  Islamic Revolution or Inspector Rex (initials) 

29 Typhus epidemic or terribly English (initials) 77 Oriental despot or Osama diatribe (initials) 

30 Graven image worshipped as a god by pagans  78 Who was Aaliyah queen of in recent execrable 
31 One Nation (initials)  Australian film? 

32 Mental illness (initials) 80 German opera (initials) 

33 Christian creed formulated at first general  81 Lewdly ogles  
 Church council convened by Constantine in  84 Herr Ernst Röhm (initials) 

 325 A.D. 86 Attempt to equal or surpass through imitation 

36 Initials shared by French composer of  89 Arabian Sea (initials) 

 marvelous, atmospheric film music (Blood of  90 The ceremonial washing of the feet of the poor 

 the Poet, Dead of Night etc.) and Geelong  practiced in commemoration of Jesus washing 

 footy legend and moral degenerate  the feet of the disciples in John 13 (from the  
37 Gruesome Mediaeval torture device  Latin “Mandatum novum do vobis” “A new 

39 Cyclical violence (initials)  commandment I give unto you”) 

41 Popular cocktail (not Bucks Fizz) (or Harvey  92 Chemical added to Chinese food to make it  
 Wall banger) (or Sex on the Beach)  more tasty 

42 Controversial 1932 Tod Browning movie 93 Herr Engels (initials) 

43 City in Germany with beautiful cathedral  94 Schizophrenic English fairy painter and  
 next to railway station  patricide 

45 Popular boy’s name 96 Refute knowledge of someone (St. Peter),  

47 An official assurance given to Lord Rothschild   rebuff allegation of wrongdoing (Rose  
 in 1917 by the then Foreign Secretary that the  Porteous, Archbishop Pell), reject official  

 English government would look favourably  version of history (David Irving) 

 upon the founding in Palestine of a national 97 … on (or out) inform on, betray, dob in like  
 home for the Jews thus creating a powder keg  Elia Kazan and Martin Heidegger 

 in the Middle East and the root cause of the 98 The final of four enormously long, cyclically 

 troubled state of the world today (7, 11)  recurring ages in ancient Hindu cosmology 
51 Siamese twin brother of Chang  characterized by spiritual emptiness and 

52 Fake, pretend, simulate  moral degeneracy which is where we are now 

53 Racial origin or rock opera (initials)  (4, 4) 
54 What did Rhett Butler frankly not give (about   

 Scarlet O’Hara’s emotional needs) in Gone 
 

Down 
 With The Wind? (1, 4) 
56 Cut, hack, hew, sever, behead (or traditional 1 Which letters constitute the “lightening bolt”  

 Australian dish served with three veg)  “runes” of Heinrich Himmler’s sinister  

59 Odd, bizarre, peculiar, strange (used   “protection squad”? 
 pejoratively when referring to people you  2 Who, in the rich and poetic language of the  

 cannot understand and fear)  Apostles’ Creed will be judged at the Second  

61 The Troubles (initials)  Coming (often vulgarized, as in recent movie 
62 Coarse men with black T-shirts and gaffer   with Sharon Stone and Russell Crowe) (3, 5, 

 tape at rock gigs  3, 3, 4) 

64 1969 English film about homicidal public  3 The blonde, blue eyed Nordic master race of  
 school children  Nazi ideology 

66 Popular Indian pulses used to make dhal 4 Little Italy or Long Island or lethal injection  
67 Happy Hammond or Heinrich Himmler or   (initials) 

 Harry Hopkins or Howard Hughes (initials) 5 Massive military offensive (code-named  

69 Who excommunicated Luther?  Overlord) commenced 6th June 1944 (D-Day)  
70 Tragic American dynasty remembered for  to liberate “Fortress Europe” from German  

 multifarious grisly deaths (assassination,   control (8, 2, 8) 

 plane crash, drunken skiing mishap) invoked  6 Little word indicating relinquished surname  
 tastelessly by US punk band (Too Drunk to   of married woman (Nora Joyce … Barnacle,  

 F*** etc.)  Posh Beckham … Spice etc., etc.) 
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Down (contd.)   
    

7 Eternal life (initials) 46 Lord Archer or lunatic asylum (initials) 

8 Phrase used by the gloomy Dane, referring to  47 Collective title for cool American writers 

 mankind, in famous speech to Rosencrantz   Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsburg, William  
 and Guildenstern (“What a piece of work is a  Burroughs etc. 

 man etc.”) in Hamlet Act 2 Scene 2 (12, 2, 4) 48 Unkind epithet (initials) 

9 Bodily waste associated with controversial  49 English literary character whose mysterious  
 New York artist Andre Serrano  portrait hidden in attic recorded ravages of  

10 Utter chaos or Ulster Catholic (initials)  debauched and dissolute existence whilst he 

11 Orthodox Islamic law as revealed to the   remained young and beautiful (initials) 
 prophet Mohammed (PBUH) and recorded in  50 English literary character presently somewhat  

 the Qur’an with brutal punishments (stoning,  out of favour due to patronizing attitude  

 loss of offending body part) for transgression  towards coloured friend Golly 

12 Troubled Belgian artist (Christ’s Entry into  55 US actor best known for role as Klaatu,  

 Brussels in 1889, The Descent of Christ into   debonair visitor from outer space in 1955  

 Hell, Demons Tormenting Me etc.) (initials)  Cold War cautionary fable The Day the Earth 
13 English king (?968-1016) known for the   Stood Still (initials) 

 levying of a tax to pay protection money  57 Haile Selassie or hate site (initials) 

 (called Danegeld) to Viking invaders (8, 3, 7) 58 South African apartheid era political leader  
14 What is the Land of the Two Holy Places?   with odd, unattractive Afrikaner name (3, 5) 

 (initials) 60 Anger, fury, rage 

15 Freud, Jung, Adler, Jones, Rank, Reich,  63 Influenza epidemic (initials) 
 Laing etc., etc. 65 German philosopher (The Condition of the  

23 1963 Samuel Fuller masterwork depicting   Working Classes in England, Capital etc.)  

 allegorical microcosm of society set in   (initials) 
 psychiatric ward prefaced with famous quote 68 German philosopher known for New Yorker  

 from Euripides: “Whom the gods wish to   coverage of 1961 Adolf Eichmann trial in  

 destroy they first make mad” (5, 8)  Jerusalem, memorable if meaningless phrase 
24 Equip for violent conflict  “the banality of evil” and affair with Nazi  

25 Who won the first Big Brother?  informant and apologist Martin Heidegger  

26 The fortified front built by Germany prior to   (initials)  
 WW2 along border with France (opposite  71 Nothing, none, zip 

 Maginot Line) 72 Nazi leader killed by Hitler to destroy all  

27 Dr. Oppenheimer or drug overdose (initials)  trace of homosexual affair in Landsberg  
34 Condoleezza Rice or criminal record (initials)  prison (according to contentious new book  

35 Non-Aryan (initials)  about secret sexuality of the Führer) 

38 Antonin Artaud or Angela Anaconda (initials) 73 Last days or lap dance (initials) 
40 The longest river in Europe (flowing to the  75 Archaic upper-class cast-iron English stove 

 Caspian Sea) 79 Excellent book by Jane Austen 

42 Agent employed by church for purification  82 Hirsute Biblical character who sold his  
 of heretics and witches (Savonarola, Joan of   birthright for “a mess of pottage” 

 Arc, William Tyndale etc.) 83 What killed Foucault? (European acronym) 

44 Initials shared by outspoken Nation of Islam  85 Regret, lament, bemoan 
 leader, German author of controversial novel  87 Loving god or Liam Gallagher (initials) 

 adapted by Dr. Goebbels for famous Nazi  88 Slimy creature in Thames eaten by English 

 propaganda film Jud Süss and Three Stooges 91 Neo Nazi or Naf Naf (initials) 
 member with frizzy hair 95 Dr. Goebbels or Dobie Gillis or Dorian Gray  

45 As well as  or Der Golem (initials) 
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